
    Radio structure and content 

 

BBC radio 1 

 

The BBC is a public service broadcaster with an obligation to provide a long back 

catalogue of radio stations. BBC radio 1 forefront the plethora of radio stations which the 

BBC offers; a national radio station that appeals to a range of ethnicities due to the wide 

genres of music broadcasted.  

 

The two most highly paid DJs oversee the two most important and mainstream slots in a 

daily schedule; Chris Moyles occupies the breakfast period throughout the most hectic 

hourly section of any radio show (8-9). His actual time on air begins from 6:30 towards 

10:00 where Fearne Cotton takes over. Chris Moyles has a renowned reputation on radio 

1 as the celebrity or signature DJ that Radio 1 boasts, so much that pre-records 

advertising his show appear in other DJs air time and several podcasts. Scott Mills 

attends to the evening show entertaining commuters at peak times leaving work from 4 

till 7, with newsbeat in between from 5:45 till 6. Radio 1 promotes their station using 

these DJ’s using what is called ‘star power’. 

 

Niche shows generally broadcast after midnight hosted by lesser-known DJs such as 

Fabio and Grooverider and Kutski. The genre of music played consists of unsigned artists 

emerging onto the scene and underground artists too explicit for daytime radio; urban and 

heavy metal features heavily when listening numbers diminish through the early hours of 

the morning. 

 

12:45 and 17:45 are the main news broadcasts titled ‘newsbeat’ last for fifteen minutes 

each, with regular short updates informing the listeners of breaking news emerging 

throughout the day. Newsbeat is an in depth news show of current affairs, music and 

showbiz. The news is generally transmitted with a music bed to accompany the show. 

 

The playlist on radio 1 is categorized into alphabetical order of A, B and C. The order 

represents the amount of airtime a track the playlist contains will accumulate. The 

classification or listing of the track is based on the reputation of the artist, how 

established the act is or how much the track has been endorsed.  Playlist A receives 

around 20 plays, B 10-15 and C 5-6 based on whether the tracks have been chosen in the 

weekly meeting headed by the chairman. The playlists are then published at 5:15 the 

following evening. Radio 1 does have music policies when rotating and selecting 

playlists; songs are alternated around playlists according to their popularity, it’s a 

guarantee that 40%-45% of tracks will be from British artists and playlists are targeted at 

a range of audiences to please every ethnicity. 

 

Galaxy 

 

Galaxy radio is a commercial station available on digital radio with a higher fidelity, 

whilst analogue for the rest of the UK, situated in places such as the West Midlands and 

Yorkshire as a local radio station. Galaxy plays a mixture of urban style genres of music 



such as Hip-hop, Rap and soul with the occasional dance music or mainstream pop. The 

urban influence generates a young audience from the age of adolescents to those in their 

mid-30s, and with a personal/ local feel to the station the public are encouraged to 

interact with the presenters. Similar to Radio 1, galaxy is available through portable 

devices as an application or an online stream. 

 

Unlike Radio 1, Galaxy does not boast celebrity DJ’s, however each regional station 

attracts a large core audience with their familiar and revered DJ’s. The breakfast show 

hosted by Dan Kelly runs through radio prime time, as his drive time counterpart Carl 

Hughes hosts the weekday evening shows.  

 

Niche shows in the early hours of dawn showcase the best new electronic dance for 

hardcore fans; the hosts Tiesto and the ‘Nu cool’ show presenter David Dunne operate 

from after midnight onwards, where Saturday night after David’s show concludes the 

station broadcasts continuous  music until the beginning of the breakfast show. 

 

Dissimilar to Radio 1’s playlist the music is not categorized in order of airtime or 

importance, rather a long list of current or upcoming tracks that again are popular, well-

established or promoted. 


